LEGAL NOTICE
Aviso Legal en Español. Click aquí.

This Legal Notice governs the use of the https://www.guidemydream.com website
(hereinafter 'GuideMyDream', 'the Website' or 'Site' interchangeably), mainly dedicated
to the intermediation between the tour organisers and interested parties.
The holder of GuideMyDream is ProyectoTravelers, SLU (hereinafter
ProyectoTravelers), with CIF B76171388 and registered in Cl Sao Paulo 6, office 131,
35008 Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Las Palmas), registered in the Commercial Register
of Las Palmas, in Volume 2068, Sheet 176, Section 8, Page GC 47534, Entry nº 2.
For any issue related to GuideMyDream, ProyectoTravelers provides an email address
which is admin@guidemydream.com.

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF USE
1. Identification of Parties
These Terms of Use are signed, on the one part, by ProyectoTravelers who makes the
website available, free of charge, to Internet users and Website users and, on the other
part, by the user, who is defined as any natural or legal person who can access the
Website without limits, voluntarily and free of charge, with or without using the
services offered therein.
The user, by the mere act of visiting, browsing and using the Site, is subject to these
Conditions of Use without prejudice to the fact that the use of certain services, such as
for example the booking of trips, may imply the application of certain specific
conditions involving additional obligations.
2. Cost-free nature of GuideMyDream
Access to and web-browsing of GuideMyDream are free of charge. Nevertheless,
booking trips through the web site involves costs, which will be shown on screen during
the booking process of any excursions.
3. What can you do in GuideMyDream
GuideMyDream is a hub for Internet users who wish to plan out trips, and also for
Guides who are able to organise and provide them. Simply by entering you will
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understand how GuideMyDream works and understand everything it can offer you,
whether you are a user or a Guide.
You can also get information about the trips offered.
Both the booking trips and the possibility of offering them on the Website presuppose
that you have accepted our Terms and Conditions of Booking and Terms and
Conditions for Guides, respectively.
The website also has a blog that periodically publish interest post related
GuideMyDream, excursions, destinations, activities, etc. The blog of GuideMyDream
are provide as a convenient to anyone on the Internet and offers the possibility to
subscribe to it via RSS. However, to interact (eg, to leave comments), it is necessary to
be identified with a Wordpress account and to respect and accept its conditions. You
can know them through http://en.wordpress.com/tos/.
4. User Obligations
By the mere fact of accessing GuideMyDream as a user, you agree to:
a) Use both the Website and its services and functionalities in compliance with
applicable legislation, in particular intellectual copyright laws, protecting
personal data as well as ethical norms and good practice that is generally
accepted, public order and the General Conditions of Use.
b) Use the Site in a diligent, correct and lawful manner.
c) Check possible changes to these Terms of Use or Privacy Policy, as it may be
important.
d) Likewise, you may also review any notice we send you, as it may contain
important information.
e) Overall, you agree not to breach the conditions and obligations contained in
these Terms and Conditions of Use.
f) To respect in every instance, ProyectoTravelers and not to infringe its rights or
interests, nor the rights and / or interests of third parties, such as rights to
intellectual or industrial copyright (for example, patents, trademarks, trade
secrets, copyrights...).
g) Not to use the Site to collect information or contents with a view to providing
services that, as deemed by ProyectoTravelers, might constitute or relate to
direct competition.
h) Not to introduce, by any method whatever, computer viruses, worms, Trojan
horses or any other kind of malicious codes designed to interrupt, destroy or
limit the functionality of the Website.
i) Not to use reverse engineering and / or decompiling or decryption or any other
means to find out the source code of the Website or any item subject to
copyright or underlying intellectual property.
j) Not modify the Site in any way.
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k) Not to damage, disable, overload, or impair the service (or the network or
networks connected to the service) or interfere with the use and enjoyment of the
service by anyone.
l) Avoid actions or means used to simulate the appearance or function of
GuideMyDream or ProyectoTravelers for any purpose.
If you share something through the blog comments you must:
a) Having a Wordpress account and be connected therewith.
b) Respect the applicable law, moral standards and the good practice, public order,
these Terms and Conditions and the Terms of Use Wordpress
(http://en.wordpress.com/tos/).
c) Make legitimate and truthful comments, set to the theme and content of the blog
and post.
d) Do not make libellous, injurious, offensive, insulting, racist, obscene,
threatening, defamatory or discriminatory content or violate any law,
particularly intellectual and industrial property.
e) Confer to ProyectoTravelers powers as wide as required in law for publishing
post in GuideMyDream blog.
f) Refrain from introducing links to pages that do not respect these Conditions.
g) Enter advertising content of any kind.
h) Recognize and accept that:
i. ProyectoTravelers shall not be liable for the opinions expressed through
your comments on the blog GuideMyDream, you remain solely liable for
its and they do not represent the views of ProyectoTravelers.
ii. That ProyectoTravelers not guarantee, in any case, publication of the
contents.
iii. That ProyectoTravelers reserves the right to delete those comments
which do not comply with the provisions of these Conditions.
5. Special conditions for requesting tailor-made tours
Coming soon!
6. Availability of the Website and its services
ProyectoTravelers tries to improve and expand GuideMyDream, as well as the content
and services that are offered therein. However, it is displayed as it is, at any time,
according to ad hoc availabilities and restrictions.
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7. Third Party Sites
It is possible that in GuideMyDream there might be links to the pages of third party
websites. Overall, GuideMyDream assumes no responsibility for any such links,
because they link to pages and websites third parties outside ProyectoTravelers.
In particular, under the provisions of Article 16 of Law 34 /2002 of July 11, Services for
Social Information and Electronic Commerce, ProyectoTravelers is in no way
responsible for links published by users of GuideMyDream, Guides, etc, or their content
and / or operation, or for any consequences arising from accessing them. the content and
/ or operation, or consequences arising from accessing these.
ProyectoTravelers does not check these links and therefore can not guarantee that there
are no cyber threats, malware or viruses nor whether they contain illegal or offensive
content or contain links that lead to sites with one or more of these aforementioned
characteristics. ProyectoTravelers assumes no responsibility for the content and services
offered by third parties, and any harm resulting from accessing documents.
Please, if you notice that a certain link shown at GuideMyDream link ought to be
deleted, please let us know via the email address admin@guidemydream.com.
8. Responsibility for users' actions
ProyectoTravelers will not be responsible for the use that you make of GuideMyDream,
especially in cases where you fail to comply with any obligations or commitments under
the General Conditions of Use.
9. Disclaimer
ProyectoTravelers does not provide guarantees regarding the services offered on the
website, especially when they are free to the user.
GuideMyDream is made available to Internet users for your enjoyment and its services
and functions are shown "as is" and "as available" at all times.
As permitted under law, neither ProyectoTravelers nor its suppliers and / or distributors
will be liable for lost profits and / or consequential damages arising from any matter.
ProyectoTravelers in particular, in accordance with the provisions of Article 16 of Law
34/2002 of July 11, Services Information Society and Electronic Commerce, will not
liable:
a) For the information displayed on the website about trips, as long as it is directly
provided by the Guide or their truthfulness, accuracy, adequacy, etc.
b) For the opinions expressed and shared by users through their comments on blog
content.
ProyectoTravelers strives to direct its efforts and due diligence to protect the system and
the contents against intrusions or losses and tries to apply common standards of Internet
security for such purposes, although there are situations beyond their control. Therefore,
there is no guarantee as regards whether the Website is virus-free or free of harmful
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elements which might cause disturbances or faults in the system (both software and
hardware) or the files stored on it.
ProyectoTravelers expressly reserves the right to modify, delete or alter at any time the
Website and / or the contents thereof, whether these be their own or those of third
parties.
10. Intellectual and industrial property
The intellectual property rights over the content of GuideMyDream, including graphic
design and code are owned by ProyectoTravelers or by the Guides exclusively, or any
person who has the rights or authorisation for it. Therefore, the reproduction,
distribution, public communication, transformation or any other possible means of
exploitation of such contents, or even quoting of the source, without the written consent
of ProyectoTravelers or the respective exclusive right holder is prohibited.
Also, all trade names, trademarks or distinctive signs of any kind on the Site are the
property of their respective owners and holders and are protected by law.
11. Privacy and data protection
Data collection from the Website and the processing of it is governed by a Privacy
Policy, which is accessible via the notes in the footers at GuideMyDream or by clicking
here.
12. Compensation
Any breach of these Terms of Use by the user may involve damages or losses to
ourselves. So, if, through non-compliance by any user, we suffer damages, losses and
costs (such as legal fees from solicitors or barristers), that user will be obliged to
reimburse us.
Also, if, through non-compliance by any user, there arise claims or proceedings against
us, the user will indemnify ProyectoTravelers, and the latter will be able to reclaim any
expenses, costs or damages resulting from their actions.
13. Language
The language applicable to these Terms and Conditions of Use is Spanish. If there are
versions of these Terms provided in other languages, this is for the convenience of the
user and the user expressly accepts that these version will always governed by the
version in Spanish.
In case of a contradiction between what is stated in the Spanish version of the Terms
and that of any translation, in all cases, the Spanish version shall prevail.
14. Safeguarding and interpretation of the General Conditions of Use
These Terms of Use, as well as all the possible special conditions that exist, constitute a
single agreement between the user and ProyectoTravelers.
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If any provision of these Terms shall be deemed unlawful, void or unenforceable by
competent authority, it shall be modified so that it can be interpreted as executable and
effective as nearly as possible to the original intent of the provision.
The non-requirement of strict compliance with any term of these Terms does not
constitute nor can it be construed as a waiver by ProyectoTravelers in any future
demand for compliance with them in the strictest terms.
The declaration of invalidity of one or more of the provisions set forth in these Terms of
Use by Competent Authority shall not affect the validity of the remaining ones.
If substitution were to be deemed impossible and if the clause is essential to the Terms
of Use, according to the party that is being harmed by his removal, the latter may
choose to terminate the Terms.
15. Law and Jurisdiction
Relationships between ProyectoTravelers and the users of GuideMyDream are governed
by Spanish legislation and jurisdiction. Both parties, having expressly renounced any
jurisdiction to which they may be entitled, submit to the jurisdiction of the Courts of
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria.
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